
 

MARKET UPDATE OCTOBER 2015  

JCB Active fund is up 6.2% (gross) since inception in Dec ’14 investing and trading long only AAA and 

AA+ rated Government Bonds.  

BAD DATA LEADS TO RISK RALLY ON REPRICING OF FOMC, WEAK AUSTRALIAN CPI OPENS RBA DOOR, 

BANKS HIKE MORTGAGE RATES 

JCB has written extensively over the year about the FOMC and rate hiking expectations, stating 

that it was unlikely the FOMC could hike.  That stance was lonely in June and September, when 

majority views indicated a coming rate rise.  Ironically, the much weaker than expected 

September Non-Farm Payroll report in the US has actually opened the door for a FOMC rate rise 

in December ‘15.  Let us explain.   

The FOMC has told the market it is ‘’data’’ dependant.  So the market watches the data to see 

the FOMC’s next move.  The data was weak so the market assumed the FOMC can’t hike 

correct? No.  The FOMC actually watches the market, so the market has rallied risk assets 

(equities) in anticipation of no FOMC rate hikes, but in doing has actually paved the way for the 

FOMC to hike rates by virtue of market strength.  The logic is entirely perverse, but in a world of 

Quantitative Easing induced markets it is all about ‘’flow’’  With positive flows returning to 

equity assets, there is now a sufficient buffer to make the long anticipated move of hiking rates.  

As long as equity markets remain calm into December, JCB now expects the FOMC will hike 

rates, albeit by less than recent usual 25 bps increments.    

We also expect any such FOMC move will be accompanied by dovish language, re enforcing a 

slow and gradual program of rates hikes in the US with a significantly lower terminal rate 

expectation than current market forecasts.  Under this scenario, we see the rates complex being 

broadly benign within a tight valuation range, however the term structure will suffer from 

flattening pressure with short dated maturities under-performing.   

Turning to Australia we have long anticipated the Q3 CPI data release would provide catalyst to 

return the RBA to the rate cutting table, despite their noted reluctance to provide further 

stimulus. After the change of leadership in Canberra, we moved our November ‘15 rate cut call 

back to Feb ‘16.  Weak Q3 CPI on the 28th of October (at bottom of RBA targeted band) plus rate 

hikes from big 4 banks have solidified the probability of a return to actively lower RBA rates.  In 

fact, short dated markets had the probability of a November RBA cut as high as 68% post CPI 

data, however, we believe the RBA will wait for the New Year (Feb ’16) before responding to the 

significant tightening of financial conditions in Australia from higher bank mortgage rates.  


